
 

9th morning Cruise Ship ride to Havelock Island and Boat ride to Elephant Beach Snorkelling 

Trip. Elephant Beach is approximately 20 minutes by boat from the Havelock Island dock. This 

destination offers beautiful white sand beach along with an amazing coral reef which starts at 

a depth less than a metre. The white sand beach and the blue green water at the Elephant beach 

is appealing for almost every traveller. The boat ride to Elephant beach passing through the 

light house is amazing.  

 

Water activities in Elephant Beach: 

• Snorkelling 

• Scuba Diving 

• Sea-Walk/Coral watching  

• Coral – Watching by Glass Boat  

 

Ferry to Radhanagar Beach; The Famous white sand beach of legendry beauty, the pride of 

Andamans. In Radhanagar beach people can simply laze around in the secluded beach or settle 

down in the warm sands with your favourite book and a lazy drink. Intermittently, you can take 

a dip into the warm waters. At places, you will find heaps of broken shells and miniature dead 

corals which will fascinate you with their rich array of colours. The beauty of the beach is 

picture perfect and attracts a lot of international tourists apart from wide influx of Indian 

tourists. Radhanagar Beach in spite of being so beautiful and famous is not very crowded at 

any time of the year. 

Nighty stay in a Hotel in Radhanagar Beach 

 

10th Morning: Sunrise in Kalapathar Beach. Kalapathar Beach is a beautiful beach offering a 

stunning view of the Bay of Bengal and a long stretch of white sand with big boulders of black 

stone on the beach and underwater. 

10th morning after breakfast Cruise Ship ride to Neil Island  

 

Rock bridge walk: Natural rock formation in Laxmanpur beach 

This rock bridge is a natural rock formation in Laxmanpur beach number 2. This is a rocky 

beach with coral formations which are clearly visible during low tide. The place is again full 

of beautiful corals with marine life as Sea Cucumber, Star Fish, Crabs etc.  

Place is accessible only during Low tide as water level rise during high tide makes it difficult 

to cross to other side. It is best to visit the place with a guide which is easily available at the 

beach so that one can understand the place in greater detail.  

 

From Laxmanpur beach we will go to Bharatpur Beach which is a stunning shoreline famous 

for its pristine white sands and clear blue waters that surround the Neil Island. In spite of its 

proximity to Port Blair, it is seldom crowded and provides for a tranquil atmosphere for 

holidaying. If we cannot do the water activities in Elephant Bridge the we can explore the water 

activities as the shore has shallow water with coral reefs that make the beach a famous spot for 

water sports like snorkelling and scuba diving other than beach exploration and sunbathing.  

But we will prefer to do the water activities in Elephant beach at Havelock. 

 

Bharatpur beach is famous for local shopping.  In my experience pearls and corals are very 

good and original and cost is affordable.   

 

From Bharatpur beach we will take Cruise Ship ride back to Port Blair and will stay in 

Sinclair’s at Port Blair.  
 

11th morning Hotel check out after breakfast and drop off at Airport. 



Estimated cost of the trip  

 

Max estimate: 32000 INR per person 

Min estimate: 11,000 INR per person 

 

Here is the cost break up: 

 

Cruise Ship ride for one person Port Blair to Havelock Royal Class: 3118 INR 

Cruise Ship ride for one person Port Blair to Havelock Deluxe Class: 1938 INR 

Cruise Ship ride for one person Port Blair to Havelock Premium Class: 1407 INR 

 

Cruise Ship ride for one person Havelock to Neil Island Royal Class: 2528 INR 

Cruise Ship ride for one person Havelock to Neil Island Deluxe Class: 1525 INR 

Cruise Ship ride for one person Havelock to Neil Island Premium Class: 1171 INR 

 

Cruise Ship ride for one person Neil Island to Port Blair Premium Class: 2882 INR 

Cruise Ship ride for one person Neil Island to Port Blair Deluxe Class: 1643 INR 

Cruise Ship ride for one person Neil Island to Port Blair Premium Class:1289 INR 

 

Stay for two nights in single room: 10880+10880 INR (Inclusive of tax) 

Stay for two nights in double share: 5760+5760 INR (Inclusive of tax) 

Stay for two nights in four shares: 4736 + 4736 INR (Inclusive of tax) 

 

Boat ride to coral beach: Rs 600 per person 

Local Shared Travel at Havelock: 500 Rs. 

Local Shared Travel at Neil: 200 Rs. 

Snorkelling + Other activities at your cost. 

 

Max estimate: 32000 per person 

Min estimate: 11,000 per person 

 

Interested participants are requested to give their preferences of travel (Ship ride class) and 

accommodation. The hotel rates are borrowed from Sinclair’s tariff 
 

 


